System Of Care Governance Coalition (SOCGC)
Meeting Minutes for: April 11, 2017 @ 11:30am-12:45pm
In Attendance: Phil Bunce (Pastor of Counseling and Administration-EastPointe Bible Church)
pbunce@eastpointebiblechurch.org; Kenneth Hanson (Assistant Superintendent-Peru School
Corporation) khanson@peru.k12.in.us; Debi Wallick (Executive Director United Way of Miami
County) debiw@uwmiamip.org; Peter Diedrichs (Miami County Prosecutors Office)
pdiedrichs@miammicountyin.gov; Rachel Clark (Prosecutors Office Domestic Violence
Advocate) rheiber@miamicountyin.gov; Angie Isley (Department of Child Services)
angela.isley@dcs.in.gov; Sarah Graham (PSC) sgraham@peru.k12.in.us; Connie Shapiro
(Whites residential and Family Services) constance.shapiro@whitesrfs.org; Amiee Daniel
(WMAP) adaniel@peru.k12.in.us; Christa Crabill (PSC) ccrabill@peru.k12.in.us; Hannah
Woodward (WorkOne) hwoodward@workonewestcentral.org; Tom Luke (Adult Education)
mcadulted@gmail.com; Wendy Langer (St. Charles Catholic Church)
wlanger@stcharlesperu.org; Diana Berich (Dukes Memorial Hospital) dberich@ihn.net; Marck
Demchek (Executive Director of Miami County YMCA) Brian VanCamp (Certified Recovery
Specialist) Susan Morris (CASA)
11:30am: Meeting brought to order, introductions by each in attendance.
11:35am: Antonia Sawyer, Local Systems Coordinator of Miami County addressed coalition on
pressing need of location of the Narcan Training scheduled for May 6, 2017 @ 9:30am-12:00pm.
currently scheduled to be held at the Miami County YMCA Kids Fair.
Kenny Hanson: The school board of Miami County voted that the training could be held at Peru
Jr. High as long as the Narcan is not distributed there.
Antonia: The training should be kept original to the values of Overdose Lifeline Inc. Moved to
be able to respect the values, mission and vision of the program as we would want others to
respect Systems Of Care Governance Coalition Values.
Mayor Greer: Mayor defended his e-mail and the discussion is deeper than the location of the
training. We should discuss Narcan and be sure we as organizations are all supporting each
other. This would not be an issue if we all were working together. Let’s look into policy and
principle of organizations surrounding the issue. Narcan is a being called a drug and it is a
recovery medication. It is seen as an enabler, with all interventions to be seen as an enables for
any form of addiction.
Lori Robertson: As a group, we need to educate the community outside that Narcan is an
antidote, not so much a “drug”. It is not like Methadone or Saboxone as some may believe. The
school is not a bad place to have the training if it is in a separate classroom. Lets focus on core
values.
Mark Demchek: Pushback is from members of “boards” and officers. The venue is not
appropriate. The public does not want the training at the kids fair and they will dig in their heels
and not participate in other events if this is done.

Mayor Greer: This is a marketing issue not a training issue. We should push forward with a new
marketing strategy and location.
Sarah Danielle: Keep the training and move the venue as a compromise.
Tom Luke: Why don’t we move the time back and still have at the school. We will be able to
reach a lot more people and this is important.
Motions to move venue to Dukes Memorial Hospital Cafeteria: Debi and Mayor- all voted in
favor.
Marketing was discussed and that we would replace the banner and update social media sites. A
booth will be at the kids fair to redirect those who are looking to attend.
Brian VanCamp will work at Duke for SOCGC, Debi Wallick will work at Dukes Memorial for
SOCGC, and Antonia Sawyer will work at the YMCA,
SOCGC then went over the strategic plan, Antonia presented Generational Poverty strategies,
and Workforce Development. Kenny Hanson discussed a similar strategy for generational
poverty. SOCGC could be used as a resource to expose programing. Workforce development
would be identifying collaborations, identifying successful programing and expanding them
while shortage areas are identified. Possibly implement more internships. Debi Wallick said the
two strategies overlap each other.
Antonia Sawyer will mail out plan and wait for coalition approval.
Antonia praised coalition on their efforts and then meeting adjourned.

